
Abstract 

Company selling its share to society go public have to good image. Image which 
is good to be needed to get trust of investor. Company in its effort get trust of investor 
will give informations which in character goodness. This information of character in the 
form of expression given by company of goodness concerning financial performance, 
CSR and also execution of GCG. To know influence of financial perfonnance, CSR and 
of GCG to company value utilized by technique regression analyse. 

From result of research There is influence which is signifikan amonglbetween 
financial performance, responsibility social corporate, governance corporate good to 
company value. Assess company influenced by financial perfonnance, responsibility 
social corporate, governance corporate good by together equal to 20,8 %, while the rest 
79,2 % influenced by factor - other factor non fundamental, this happened at EMH Semi 
of Strong. 

financial Perfonnance having an effect on to company value equal to 6 %. This 
matter because of in the year 2006 amount of company which its above avemge financial 
perfonnance value equal to 40'10, while in the year 2007 going up to become 42% and in 
the year 2008 going up again become 38%. Matter this means all investor still consider 
value of ROE in taking decision for the investment. 

Corporate Social responsibility having an effect on to company value equal to 12 
%. This matter because of in the year 2006 amount of company which is value of 
corporate above average responsibility social equal to 60'%, while in the year 2007 going 
down to become 53% and in the year 2008 going up again become 58%. Thereby all 
investor chosening for have invesment to at companys which enlist in LQ-45 still use 
infomtation of CSR upon which consideration. 

Good Corporate Governance do not have an effect on to company value (Y). 
Equally all investor do not pay attention information about GCG when doing/conducting 
invesment at companys which enter in list of LQ-45 for period 2006 up to 2008. 
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